
1SPP is an Arkansas non-profit corporation and a regional reliability council of the
North American Electric Reliability Council. 

2UtiliCorp is a public utility providing electric and or gas service to retail
customers.  It has four operating divisions:  the Missouri Public Service division (MPS),
the WestPlains Energy-Kansas division (WP-Kansas), the WestPlains Energy-Colorado
division, and the West Virginia Power division.

3Sunflower is a regional, member-owned rural electric generation and transmission
corporation.  It is the wholesale supplier for its six rural electric cooperative members.
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ORDER DISMISSING COMPLAINT

(Issued January 14, 2000)

On September 30, 1999, Southwest Power Pool (SPP) 1 filed a complaint against
UtiliCorp United, Inc. (UtiliCorp) 2 and Sunflower Electric Power Corporation (Sunflower) 
3  for failure to pay charges due under SPP's open access regional transmission service
tariff (Tariff) and for failure to comply with obligations they assumed under their Agency
Agreements with SPP.   The charges would be to compensate other SPP members for
effects on those members' system caused by transmission services under the MAPP tariff
related to power sales by UtiliCorp and Sunflower to other MAPP utilities; it was the
power purchasers, not the members, that were the transmission customers under the MAPP
tariff.  For the reasons discussed below, the Commission dismisses SPP's complaint.

SPP's Complaint

SPP is the tariff administrator for the Tariff in effect for the SPP region.  It
administers such transmission service pursuant to Agency Agreements with the SPP
transmission owners.  SPP explains that the Agency Agreements were submitted to the
Commission along with the Tariff.  The rates for that service were MW-mile rates, which
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allow each SPP transmission provider to be compensated for the MW-mile impacts of
transactions on its system. 

SPP maintains that provisions in both the Tariff and the Agency Agreements are
relevant to the instant case.  It contends that the Preamble to the Tariff requires that all
transactions involving the services offered under the Tariff and involving transmission over
the systems of SPP transmission providers must be taken under the SPP Tariff, with a
number of exceptions.  Most pertinent to this case is the following exception:

(2) for transactions between Mid-Continent Area Power Pool (MAPP) members
who are also SPP members and are required to take service for transmission under
the MAPP transmission tariff (provided, however, that these SPP members shall
remain obligated to compensate other SPP members for MW-mile impacts in
accordance with the Tariff for these transactions).

SPP states that the other pertinent tariff provision is in Section 25, which provides:

     No charges, however, shall be imposed under this Tariff to SPP Members or
Transmission Customers that duplicate charges paid by those SPP Members or
Transmission Customers to the Mid-Continent Area Power Pool for service over
the same facilities.  SPP Members and Transmission Customers, however, whose
duplicate charges are waived will nonetheless pay for any MW-mile impacts on
Transmission Providers under this Tariff.

In order to become transmission providers under the SPP Tariff, both UtiliCorp and
Sunflower also executed Agency Agreements with SPP, which provide the following:

2   Appointment Of SPP As Agent

Each Transmission Provider appoints SPP as its agent to enter into Service
Agreements in conformity with the Tariff on its behalf.  It is agreed that all
such Service Agreements will bind all transmission Providers to perform to
the requirements and specifications of the Tariff and Service Agreements.

3   Performance By Transmission Providers

Each Transmission Provider agrees to provide all services necessary or
appropriate for performance under the Tariff and Service Agreements
thereunder.  Upon SPP's request, each Transmission Provider further agrees
to provide SPP with all information necessary or appropriate to permit or
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4Exhibit H to its complaint.

facilitate SPP to perform its tariff administrative functions under the Tariff
and Service Agreements.

SPP asserts that both UtiliCorp and Sunflower are transmission providers under the
MAPP open access tariff and for the time period at issue here, were transmission providers
under the SPP Tariff, and therefore were "Dual Members."  It states that under the MAPP
open access tariff, UtliCorp and Sunflower have received compensation for the MW-mile
impacts on their systems caused by MAPP transactions.  By also being  transmission
providers under the SPP Tariff, SPP states that UtiliCorp and Sunflower have received
compensation for the MW-mile impacts on their systems caused by SPP transactions, in
addition to monies received from MAPP. 

SPP explains that during the initial development of the Tariff, SPP's Regional
Pricing Working Group (RPWG) agreed at a June 7, 1997 meeting to construct a regional
tariff usable by SPP members and non-members alike.  It states that during the development
of the SPP Tariff, the Dual Members made the "unusual" request that they be allowed to
place facilities under the SPP Tariff as well as under the MAPP Tariff in order to receive
transmission revenue for transaction occurring under both regional tariffs.  SPP contends
that the RPWG conditionally agreed to allow the Dual Members this benefit.  In return for
this ability to receive additional revenues and for the waiver of duplicate charges, it
maintains that the Dual Members were obligated to compensate other SPP members for the
MW-mile impacts on their systems from MAPP transactions involving the Dual Members'
facilities.

SPP contends that a number of documents show that UtiliCorp and Sunflower were
well aware that they would be billed by SPP for the MW-mile impacts MAPP transactions
on their systems caused on other SPP member systems.  It points to a July 31, 1998 letter
signed by each Dual Member that recognized that they would bear these costs and requested
that the MAPP regional transmission committee take action to allow these charges to be
collected from the Transmission Customers. 4

SPP contends that any attempt by the Dual Members to shift responsibility to some
unspecified transmission customers flies in the face of the express terms of the tariff.  It
asserts that as the quid pro quo for obtaining the right to receive revenues from both MAPP
and SPP for the same transactions, the Dual Members assumed the ultimate responsibility
for compensating the other SPP members for MW-mile impacts.   It maintains that since it
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5SPP states that on July 20, 1999, its Board of Directors met and authorized the
submission of this complaint, but agreed to facilitate informal mediation prior to its filing. 
It observes that the parties met on August 17, 1999, but were unsuccessful in resolving
their dispute.

6SPP also originally argued that the Commission should terminate the service
agreements, as UtiliCorp and Sunflower have refused to pay or escrow invoices properly
billed under the tariff.  However, in its Answer, SPP revises its position on this issue.  It
says that once UtiliCorp has paid the disputed amount into escrow, as Utilicorp agreed to
do in Utilicorp's Answer (at 12-13), SPP will withdraw its request to terminate its service
agreement with Utilicorp, and that it will do the same for Sunflower if Sunflower pays the
money into escrow.

764 Fed. Reg. 54,878 (Oct. 8, 1999).

does not necessarily have a contractual relationship with those other customers, it is
unreasonable to contend that SPP should have billed and collected from those customers. 5

SPP emphasizes that this complaint involves the obligation of the Dual Members to
compensate SPP members for the MW-mile impacts on other SPP members' systems by
use of the Dual Members' transmission systems, even if a given transaction occurs under
the MAPP regional tariff.  Under SPP's tariff, when Dual Members transact with each other
or with other MAPP members, they do not pay SPP transmission charges applicable for use
of the Dual Member's facilities.  However, SPP maintains that the SPP Tariff clearly
requires the Dual Member to compensate SPP on behalf of the other SPP transmission
providers for the MW-mile impacts on the other SPP systems associated with the
transaction. 6 

Finally, SPP says that the issue in this case involves the interpretation and
application of its Tariff and Agency Agreement and presents the types of issues that the
Commission normally resolves on the basis of pleadings, without the need for an
evidentiary hearing.

Notice of the complaint was published in the Federal Register, 7 with comments,
protests, and interventions due on or before October 20, 1999.  Timely motions to
intervene raising no arguments were filed by Kansas City Power & Light Company,
Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company, and Western Resources, Inc.  UtiliCorp and
Sunflower filed timely responses.  They argue that they were the power suppliers, not the
transmission customers, in the transactions at issue, and that neither the Tariff nor the
Agency Agreements require them to pay the charges at issue.  Their arguments are
discussed in more detail below.  SPP also filed an Answer on November 4, 1999.
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8On page 4, fn. 4 of its answer, UtiliCorp states that for 12 of the 1015 transactions
at issue it was the transmission customer as well as the source.

9UtiliCorp states that in the ordinary course of business, it does not receive all the
necessary information to determine such parties.  Consequently, it contends that its
suggestion that SPP obtain the information directly from MAPP was perfectly reasonable.

Respondents' Arguments

UtiliCorp

UtiliCorp contends that SPP is trying to force it to pay the cost impacts on SPP
members of transmission service taken by unaffiliated third parties under the MAPP tariff. 
As a Dual Member, it acknowledges that its transmission system could be utilized for
transmission service under both tariffs.  It states that for each of the transactions at issue in
the complaint, it was designated as the source for a power sales transaction.  UtiliCorp
contends that the purchaser of energy in each transaction took title to the power at the
generation bus bar, and arranged for and purchased transmission service under MAPP's
tariff to wheel the power out of the UtiliCorp system into MAPP.  It maintains that it was
not the transmission customer under the tariff nor did it arrange, schedule, or pay for such
transmission service.  It asserts that nothing in the SPP Tariff authorizes SPP to assess such
charges against a generation source that was not itself the transmission customer. 

UtiliCorp agrees that SPP has cited the relevant portions of the SPP Tariff, the
Preamble and Section 25.  However, it argues that a straightforward reading of these
sections demonstrates that the third-party charges are improperly assessed against it.  First,
it observes, both sections apply only to entities that "take service" under the SPP Tariff.  In
the transactions at issue, continues UtiliCorp, it did not take transmission service.  It points
out that the party taking service was a third-party purchaser; thus, the responsibility set
forth in the Preamble applies to the purchaser, not UtiliCorp.  Second, it observes that the
second paragraph of Section 25 applies to parties whose duplicate charges have been
waived.  UtiliCorp denies that it was subject to duplicate charges because except in limited
circumstances, it did not take transmission service from MAPP for the underlying
transactions. 8   It contends that SPP is simply wrong when it alleges that it was the Dual
Members whose duplicate charges were waived; it was the third-party transmission
customers who took and paid for service under the MAPP Tariff.  UtiliCorp says that those
are the customers who would have been subject to the duplicate charges.  9

UtiliCorp maintains that Section 25 clearly recognizes that either SPP members or
Transmission Customers can take service using Dual Members' transmission facilities.  It
contends that SPP was required by the Commission to add "Transmission Customers" to
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10It represents that transactions involving transmission customers that have executed
service agreements under the SPP Tariff account for $653,865.37 of the $875,395.95 at
issue.

section 25 in order to ensure that third-party transmission customers who take such service
will not be subject to duplicate charges under the SPP Tariff.  UtiliCorp reasons that the
addition of "Transmission Customers" to section 25 makes it clear that when a third party
takes title to power at a Dual Member's generation source and takes transmission service
under Schedule F to wheel power into MAPP, such customer will not be subject to
duplicate charges under the SPP Tariff.  It adds that to read section 25 as SPP suggests (to
hold the Dual Members responsible for such costs in every case where the power is
sourced in a Dual Member's  system) would render meaningless the Commission's
requirement to add Transmission Customers to section 25. 

In response to SPP's argument that SPP may not be able to collect the money from
these transmission customers because some of the transmission customers may not be
parties to service agreements under the SPP Tariff, UtiliCorp says that SPP has made no
effort to determine who the third parties are and whether they have executed service
agreements under the SPP Tariff.  UtiliCorp states that it has examined the underlying
transactions and that approximately 75 percent of the transactions (as measured by
associated transmission charges) were entities that had such service agreements in 
place. 10

UtiliCorp also suggests that if SPP determines that a third party has taken service
under the SPP Tariff and has failed to execute a service agreement, SPP could file an
unexecuted service agreement with the Commission.  In fact, UtiliCorp contends that SPP
sent a letter to each MAPP member stating "This is to advise you that pursuant to the FERC
approved SPP tariff, the SPP will bill [MAPP member] for service under the SPP Tariff for
transactions occurring on or after July 1, 1998 that are sourced, sunk or scheduled through
these four companies [the dual members]."  For MAPP members that had not executed a
service agreement under the SPP Tariff, UtiliCorp maintains that SPP included unexecuted
service agreements with the letter and requested that the MAPP member execute and return
the service agreements.  It asserts that MAPP's counsel responded that he did not agree
with SPP's interpretation of the SPP Tariff and that MAPP would oppose the filing of any
unexecuted service agreements.  UtiliCorp maintains that SPP nonetheless reiterated its
intention to file unexecuted service agreements with the Commission.

UtiliCorp states that for reasons that are unclear, SPP never followed through with
its stated intent to bill MAPP members for third-party impact charges or to file the
unexecuted service agreements with the Commission.  It asserts that rather than following
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through with the procedure to bind the responsible parties, SPP now seeks the
Commission's help to pursue the wrong party.

Sunflower

Sunflower states this it is located on the border of the SPP and MAPP.  It explains 
that although it had historically been a member only of SPP,  in February 1997, it also
joined MAPP in order to be compensated for growing MAPP flows over Sunflower's
transmission system.   It denies that it was attempting to position itself for any "special
deals" from its participation in both the SPP and MAPP.  It asserts that it was merely taking
action to assure that it would be compensated for the MAPP flows over Sunflower's
system, and the only way to do that at that time was to join MAPP.  

Sunflower agrees that the preamble to the SPP Tariff and Section 25 are germane to
the resolution of this complaint.  In addition, it believes that Section 7.1 and Section 1.45
of the SPP Tariff, as described below, are also relevant:

3.  Section 7.1 (Billing Procedure), at Sheet No. 26

Within a reasonable time after the first day of each month, SPP shall submit an
invoice to the transmission customer for the charges for all services furnished under
the Tariff during the preceding month.

4.  Section 1.45 (Transmission Customer), at Sheet No. 17

"Transmission Customer" is a term that is defined under the Tariff as follows:

Any Eligible Customer (or its Designated Agent) that (i) executes a Service
Agreement, or (ii) requests in writing that SPP, on behalf of its Members,
file with the Commission, a proposed unexecuted Service Agreement to
receive transmission service under Part II of the Tariff.

Sunflower contends that SPP's reliance on the July 31, 1998 letter is misplaced.  It
maintains that the letter only solicits MAPP's assistance and cooperation with the SPP to
resolve application of the SPP Tariff to transactions using a Dual Member's transmission
systems in circumstances where the Dual Member would not be either a source or a sink.   
It suggests that the July 31 letter dealt with a limited category of transactions in which
MAPP required nominal scheduling to a border utility, such as Sunflower, but Sunflower
was not actually the source, sink, or provider of the transmission service.  It reasons that as
a result, the July 31 letter deals with an entirely different category of third-party impacts
and transactions than those at issue in the complaint.  Moreover, it notes that the letter only
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1118 C.F.R. § 385.214 (1999).

1218 C.F.R. § 385.213 (1999).

states what SPP's position was perceived to be, not that any of the Dual Members agreed
with the SPP's articulated position.

Sunflower disputes that it ever agreed that it would be billed for third-party impacts,
as represented by SPP.  It acknowledges that on April 13, 1998, it attended an SPP meeting
to learn how SPP intended to administer its new Tariff.  It concedes that the Dual Members
were concerned about Tariff administration in relation to the broad question of third-party
MW-mile charges and discussed such issues during subsequent conference calls.  It states
that the result of the April 13 meeting and the conference calls was the Dual Members'
letter of July 31, 1998, to MAPP seeking MAPP and SPP cooperation to resolve the
issues.  Sunflower argues that while SPP cites this letter as an indication that the Dual
Members agreed to the position that SPP espouses in this case, nothing in the July 31 letter
indicates that the Dual Members accepted SPP's position.

Sunflower requests that the Commission dismiss the SPP complaint, enter a finding
that Sunflower does not owe the amount alleged in the complaint, and deny SPP's request to
cancel its Service Agreement with Sunflower.  Sunflower believes that if this case is not
dismissed based on the pleadings, it should be referred to the Commission's alternative
dispute resolution procedures.  It contends that although there are factual disputes present,
an evidentiary hearing would be impractical, since the amount in controversy is only
$24,690.02. 

Discussion

A.  Procedural Matters

Pursuant to Rule 214 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, 11 the
timely motions to intervene serve to make the entities that filed them parties to this
proceeding.

Rule 213(a)(2) of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure 12 prohibits
the filing of an answer to an answer unless otherwise permitted by the decisional authority. 
We will not accept SPP's answer.

B.  Interpretation of Tariff and Agency Agreements
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13Papago Tribal Utility Authority v. FERC, 723 F.2d 950, 955 (D.C. Cir. 1983), cert.
denied, U.S. , 104 S. Ct. 3511, 82 L. Ed.2d 820 (1984).

14Appalachian Power Co. v. Federal Power Commission, 529 F.2d 342, 347-348,
(D.C.Cir.), cert denied, 429 U.S. 816, 97 S. Ct. 58, 50 L.Ed.2d 76 (1976).

The Tariff establishes the respective rights and responsibilities of the parties. The
parties have presented various legal and factual arguments concerning their interpretation
of the relevant tariff language.   As Sunflower properly argues, the starting point for
interpretation of the SPP Tariff is whether the relevant Tariff language is ambiguous.  If the
Tariff is ambiguous, then extrinsic evidence of interpretation or intent may be relevant. 
However, in the absence of ambiguity, this Commission must ascertain the meaning of the
contract from its language without resort to parol or extrinsic evidence. 13  A contract is not
ambiguous because the parties disagree on its interpretation. 14 

The Commission finds that the relevant language of the Tariff is clear and
unambiguous.  Therefore, we will not look at extrinsic evidence of the parties'
interpretation or intent.  Consequently, the Commission finds it unnecessary to consider
the evidence submitted by the parties concerning their respective interpretations or
intentions with regard to the relevant Tariff language.

The Preamble to the Tariff provides that all transactions involving transmission 
between SPP members and customers over the systems of SPP transmission providers
must be taken under the SPP Tariff with the exception of:

(2) transactions between [MAPP] who also are SPP members and are required to
take service for transmission under the MAPP transmission tariff (provided,
however, that these SPP members shall remain obligated to compensate other SPP
members for MW-mile impacts in accordance with the Tariff for these
transactions). (emphasis supplied).

Section 25 of the SPP Tariff requires SPP transmission providers to take and pay
for service under the SPP Tariff, but protects Dual Members from being double-billed for
transactions that use the Dual Members' transmission facilities:

No charges, however, shall be imposed under this Tariff to SPP members or
Transmission Customers that duplicate charges paid by those SPP members or
Transmission Customers to [MAPP] for service over the same facilities.  SPP
members and Transmission Customers, however, whose duplicate charges are
waived will nonetheless pay for any MW-mile impacts on Transmission Providers
under this Tariff. (emphasis supplied).
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15UtiliCorp acknowledges that for 12 of the 1015 transactions at issue in which it
was involved, it was the transmission customer as well as the source, and has agreed to pay
for third party effects associated with those 12 transactions.

The unambiguous terms of the SPP Tariff provide that for transactions between
MAPP members who are also SPP members (Dual Members), no charges shall be paid by
those SPP members or Transmission Customers who have paid for transmission service
under the MAPP Tariff.  This exclusion applies only to transactions between Dual
Members.  For these transactions, Dual Members are exempt from being assessed
transmission charges for service under the SPP Tariff.  However, with regard to these
transactions, transmission customers whose duplicate charges are waived will nonetheless
pay for any MW-mile impacts on Transmission Providers.

In order for the exemption to apply in the first instance, the Dual Member must take
transmission service under the MAPP Tariff.  Here, the Dual Members were merely sellers
in a power sales transaction under the MAPP Tariff and did not arrange, schedule, or pay for
transmission.  Both the Preamble and Section 25 of the SPP Tariff apply to entities that
take service under the MAPP Tariff, which the Dual Members did not do.  The Preamble
exception refers to transactions between Dual Members, and the transactions in question
are not between Dual Members.  Since the Dual Members did not take service under either
the MAPP or SPP Tariffs, the quoted provisions of the SPP Tariff do not apply.

In nearly all of the transactions underlying SPP's complaint, 15 the power purchasers,
not the Dual Members, were the transmission customers under the MAPP Tariff.  The SPP
has interpreted the Dual Member provisions of its Tariff to permit it to bill Dual Members
for any impacts resulting from service under the MAPP Tariff, because it believes that they
are ultimately responsible for system impacts for any transaction involving the Dual
Members, regardless of whether they were actual transmission customers.  While that may
have been SPP's intent, its argument is not supported by the relevant tariff provisions.  The
Preamble's exception clearly limits the types of transactions subject to the requirement to
pay impact charges to transmission service from one Dual Member to another and makes
Dual Members responsible for compensating SPP members for any such MW-mile
impacts.  Moreover, the provisions require that the Dual Member take transmission service
under the MAPP Tariff, something that the Dual Members did not do for most of the
transactions in question.  Consequently, the Tariff provisions upon which SPP relies are
simply inapplicable to the transactions for which it seeks compensation from the Dual
Members. 

The Commission finds that the Agency Agreements do not affect the above
determination.  While they require SPP Transmission Providers to provide SPP with all
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information necessary to permit it to perform its administrative functions under the Tariff
and service agreements, the Dual Members were not obligated to pay the charges under the
SPP Tariff.  Therefore, they did not breach a duty to supply SPP with the information when
they suggested that SPP acquire the information from MAPP itself.  Moreover, they have
represented that they had to acquire the information regarding the appropriate parties to be
billed from MAPP themselves.

The Commission orders:

(A)   The timely motions to intervene and the answers of UtiliCorp and Sunflower
are hereby granted.

(B)   SPP's answer is hereby rejected.

(C)   The SPP complaint is dismissed.

By the Commission.

( S E A L )

                                      Linwood A. Watson, Jr.,
                                           Acting Secretary.


